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Wirt Għawdex has had a special association with the Cittadella right from the inception of the organization.
Under the name Il-Belt il-Qadima, in the early 1970’s, the founding members had a vision of restoring this
citadel to its former glory and initiated a report of work that needed to be taken in hand towards this goal.
More recently, as Wirt Għawdex, this connection was reinforced through the management of our sites within
the citadel.
This connection has now got even stronger as the Ministry for Gozo has entrusted Wirt Għawdex with the
manning of the newly opened Cittadella Visitors’ Centre.
This centre will be open 7 days a week, including public holidays (with the exception of New Year’s Day,
Good Friday, Easter Sunday, August 15 and Christmas Day). Opening hours are 9:30am to 5:00pm.
The centre itself is state of the art and will ensure a great experience to all those visiting . A beautiful audio visual presentation will give visitors a better understanding of the history and of what they will be seeing as
they walk around the citadel.
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Another ‘First’
Santa Cecilia Chapel was the venue of a civil wedding on
June 1, 2016. The site was chosen by wedding planners
Malta Event Design for a young British couple who had
asked for somewhere that would provide an unusual and
intimate setting for the small wedding party. Santa Cecilia
Chapel seemed to tick all the boxes and the bride and
groom were thrilled with the location. Although they had
never even been to Gozo, the couple immedialtely knew
that this was what they were looking for when they saw the pictures sent to them by
the wedding planners .
Some comments from the happy couple :
.....we wanted a small and beautiful venue with character and history
.... the refurbishment has been completed to such a high standard whilst retaining the sympathy for the original
features and preserving the history
.... we were honoured to be married in St Cecilia Chapel. It is truly an amazing venue.
.... we felt so lucky to be the first couple to get married in the chapel, surrounded in such history
.... the chapel was perfect for our small wedding party
.... it gave us the intimate ceremony that we had hoped for
.... we have the name of the chapel engraved on our wedding bands,
so we will remember it forever and we look forward to returning to Gozo in the future to revisit the chapel.
.... it was so romantic!

This April we had the great opportunity of having Dr. Simon Stoddart and Dr. Caroline Malone give us a
lecture about their findings from recent archaeological digs in Gozo around Santa Verna,, Tac-Cawla and In
-Nuffara. The lecture, titled “New Light on Ancient Gozo” was scheduled for April 8. We knew it would
generate interest but were still taken by surprise when requests for seating by far exceeded the capacity
for our usual venue (Santa Cecilia Chapel). When requests to attend reached over 150, we had to resort
to a much larger venue and were grateful to be given access to the large hall at the new Secondary School
in Rabat. Ultimately, the audience was about 200! Dr. Malone was accompanied by a group of young archaeologists who had taken part in the digs and each of them spoke about the findings related to their area
of expertise. The lecture was so full of new details and so engrossing, that even though the lecturers kept
suggesting they wrap it up, the audience wanted more and so the lecture lasted about 2 hours!
Some comments we received after the lecture:
...Heartfelt thanks to all involved for such a terrific evening!
...What an incredibly interesting and amazing lecture we attended tonight! We can hardly wait to hear more from them!
...Congratulations to Wirt Ghawdex for a fascinating session yesterday evening.
...Just a note to thank you for the lecture last night. We really enjoyed it.
...Thank you for arranging Friday’s talk. It was absolutely fascinating and so good to see that such a large number of people are interested
in the subject.
Many of you know that Heritage Malta organizes regular
history tours . This year one of
those tours covered sites in
Gozo and Wirt Għawdex was
asked to take the group around
our sites and give the relevant
historical/restoration details.
Giovanni was roped in to do the honours and he spent a morning
taking a very interested group of people around the sites that we
manage. It was a first visit for most of them and they showed their
appreciation for the work being done by leaving a generous donation for Wirt Għawdex.
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Awareness of our Citadel
site is increasing and each
year more schools choose
to include the site as part
of their scheduled field
trips. We get requests
from schools from all around Malta and Gozo and we gladly make arrangements to have the site open for them .The groups invariably pass
on very positive comments about how much the visit was appreciated
and enjoyed by all and how beneficial it was for the students to experience a part of our history up close and hands-on. We feel this is a very
important part of our job as it ties in with our goal of increasing awareness and appreciation of our heritage in today’s and future generations.

GOZO IN PRINT (19)

This article was written by John Cremona
Executive Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex

Suspended in mid-air for the miraculous cure
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At the beginning of this series of articles I said that one of the most popular subjects amongst
engravers of views of Gozo apart from Ggantija is the Fungus or General’s Rock at Dwejra. With
this article I am publishing the first ever known view of this popular and much sought place to this day. This
engraving is taken once again from one of the most important collections of views of Malta and Gozo that
were published as engravings between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
I think that the painting of the Fungus Rock on which this engraving is based is the first one ever to be
made of this spectacular and popular place in Gozo. To date we do not know of an earlier view of this place.
It was made by the French painter and traveller Jean Pierre Louis Laurent Houel who was born in Rouen in
1735 and died in Paris in 1813. Houel, about whom I have already dealt in previous articles, visited Malta
and Gozo together with the islands of Sicily and Lipari and he left us four monumental volumes with a description of his travels which he published between 1782 and 1787 and entitled ‘ Voyage pittoresque des
isles de Sicile, de Malte et de Lipari’.
The description that he gives of this place is therefore one of
the most important even though there are earlier descriptions
of the ‘Fungus Melitensis’ that grows on this islet. Houel says
that he painted the scene exactly as he has seen it. In fact,
his engraving is the most beautiful ever produced and is very
accurate.
Houel describes in detail the way how one could cross from
the mainland to the islet to be able to scale its steep cliffs. ‘To
the summit of one small part of the cliffs are attached two
very strong cables, which, at their extremity, reach the outcrop, where they are also secured; from these cables hangs a
large box (marked A on the plate). Similar to the tubs in which orange trees are planted. The cables pass
through pulleys attached to four upper corners of the box, which can hold one or two men; by pulling on a
third, less taut, cable the men cause the pulleys to roll on the other cables and move the box forward; thus
they can easily pass from the shore to the islet, or vice versa.....”.
All this toil and risk was for the sake of a small parasitic plant which was thought to be a fungus and which
was known to grow only from this rock. This plant which was named Fungus Melitensis was considered to
possess miraculous healing properties and therefore was afforded the highest degree of protection as soon
as it was discovered growing on this islet. ‘The gathering of these is forbidden to all others; the Grand Master has reserved for himself their distribution; on his orders the passageway itself is kept locked; he appoints
one trusted person to gather the mushrooms and to keep them carefully. It is claimed that this type of mushroom was not discovered until 1674, and nowhere is an earlier date for it recorded’.
Houel, who interested himself in various disciplines including botany, gives a detailed description of the
Fungus Melitensis including details about its growing season, maturity and harvest. But regarding this we
return in a future article.
Houel seems to have interested himself particularly in this plant, its properties and its distribution as a prerogative of the Grand Master ; ‘The important and rare properties of this mushroom make it greatly sought
after. The Grand Master of Malta while taking upon himself the responsibility of collecting it, has it distributed to the Knights, to the hospitals of Malta, and to people on the island who are indisposed; and he sends
some abroad to patients in other countries who have requested it’.
The original gouache by Houel, like its counterparts, was acquired by Catherine the Great of Russia and is
now preserved at the Hermitage in St Petersburg. The engraving, however, is also valuable since it was
executed by the artist himself and not by another artist who reproduced his work as was the widespread
practice.
The engraving is entitled ‘ Vue de l’Ecueil aux Champignons’ and has the plate number CCLIII (253).
The measures 225mm x 375mm.
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Water flow system from Ghar Ilma restored
by Santa Lucia sub committee
The sub committee of Santa Lucia, through the Kercem Local
Council, have worked on a project to rehabilitate the water
springs of Għar Ilma and Mixta
for several years. They were
therefore justifiably proud to
have an official event to
commemorate the success of
their project.
The following article was part of
the inauguartion speech and is
the work of Mr. Francis Mizzi of
Kercem.

The geology of the Maltese islands is composed of five major strata and these consist of the Upper Coralline Limestone which in turn is resting on a thin layer of Green Sand. Under the Green Sand there is the
Blue Clay layer. Then we find the Globigerina Limestone and finally the Lower Coralline Limestone. These
major strata are in almost all the hills in Gozo. In low land areas, the first three layers have perished
through the ages, and in such places the top layer is the Globigerina Limestone. If one has a good look at
the hills in Gozo, he can immediately see the Upper Coralline Limestone layer covering the top of the hills
while beneath it there is a thin layer of Green Sand. The sides of the hills are then covered by the Blue
Clay Layer which slopes gently down to the land beneath the hills. I gave this picture of the island’s geology, with emphasis on the hills, so that one can understand more, how, and from where originated the
springs that we find by the sides of these hills like this one at Ghar Ilma and the other one at Mixta.
Rain water that falls on these hills seeps through the Upper Coralline Limestone and then through the
Green Sand. This occurs because both strata are porous. Besides that, the Green Sand Layer, being
mainly composed of sand, serves as a natural filter to clean the water that pass through it. The water then
reaches the surface of the Blue Clay layer and is stored there for, as we all know, water cannot pass
through clay. This stored water is called “the Upper Water Table”. When the volume of water gets bigger, it
runs along the gradient of the clay surface till it reaches the side of the hill and emerge out as a spring. This
storage of water has been going on for ages and the outlet of water from each spring depends on the
amount of rain that falls annually.
In Malta and Gozo the scarcity of good drinking water was always
a problem especially in habitable areas. In fact, many years ago a
law was enacted that every house must have a well and this law is
still there today. In Malta, the Grand Master Martin Garzez, began
work in 1596 to bring water from springs at Rabat, Malta, and
from Had Dingli to Valletta. But this project had to end abruptly
because of lack of money. Then, in 1610, Grand Master Alof de
Wignacourt, began again work to continue the construction of the
1596 project. He succeeded to finish the task and water arrived at
Valletta. This water link continued to function up to the twentieth
century. More than two hundred years later, and now under the
Colonial Government, work began to bring water to the Three Cities on the other side of the Grand Harbour. This project began on
3rd January 1844, under the rule of governor Bouverie. The water
was brought from springs at Fawwara in Siggiewi and water arrived at Bormla on 19th Dicember 1845.
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Photo showing the water channels discovered during
excavation works at Għar Ilma

Għawdex was not an exception for this water problem and for this reason during the first years of the nineteenth century a plan was being studied to see how water can be brought
to Rabat. Then, in 1838, the Colonial
Government, under the rule of Governor Sir Henry Boverie, the same Governor that succeeded to bring water to
the Three Cities, began work to transfer water from springs at Għar Ilma
and Mixta to Rabat. This water link,
like those at Malta, had to work by
means of natural gravity. The project
began by constructing an underground water culvert as one can see
and appreciate part of it by means of
Għar Ilma spring
this permanent exhibition. This water
culvert used to receive the water from
the spring and deliver it to the underground mines further down the hill.
These mines also received water from
the spring at Mixta. Part of the plain
land between Għar Ilma and Rabat
was at a low level and so aqueducts
had to be built so that from the mines
the water can continue flowing easily
at the required gradient. A small part
of these aqueducts still stands today
Besides being part of our island’s history, they are also a piece of architectural beauty. Work on these aqueducts began on 24th September 1839
and they were functional by the first of September 1843. The whole
project was ready and inaugurated on 6th September 1843 and an
obelisk was erected outside the walls of the Citadel to
commemorate this event. The average flow of water was about
54,553 litres (12,000gal) daily. The whole length of the water link
between Għar Ilma Spring and the reservoir at Rabat was about
2.75km.
This project was so successful, that later a similar link was constructed to bring water from a spring at Xaghra to Rabat. A public
fountain was also opened at Kercem. We can truly say, that the link
to bring water from Għar Ilma to Rabat was the pioneer in Gozo to
the sophisticated system that today delivers water to our homes .

The obelisk mentioned in the article above still exists on the
road up to the Citadel and has been restored as part of the
recent restoration work at Cittadella.
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Projects update:
Old midwife house - Santa Katerina , Xewkija
The Wirt Għawdex restoration team worked on
restoring the facade of this old traditional house
which has been transformed into an exhibition hall
and offices.
It was officially opened in June 2016.
San Ġwakkin and Sant’ Anna

Two statues on the Qala
Church parvis were recently
restored. These statues, by
Chev. Wistin Camilleri, are
made of concrete and said to have been sponsored by Maria Buttigieg,
(is-Surrana) of Qala. This restoration presented quite a challenge since
the internal metal supports of the statues had corroded and heavily
damaged each statue. Restoration work included the replacement of the
metal supports with fibre rods. The two plinths were also restored to the
original stone which had been covered by concrete over the years.
The first restoration course at the University of Malta-Gozo Campus has successfully concluded. Our
whole restoration team attended the course and are awaiting their Certificate. They particularly enjoyed the
practical (hands-on) part of it as they practised what they learnt on repair work at the Xlendi Tower.
Students also showed their appreciation that the course was brought to Gozo and gave many of them the
only opportunity to attend.
As one student put it:
...I found it interesting, as it covered various topics namely, Baroque
Architecture, Restoration, Military Architecture and Health and
Safety and also included onsite lectures. Moreover, it was a great
opportunity that it was offered in Gozo for us Gozitans.
Benefactors, who wish to remain anonymous, have again passed on a very generous donation of €2000
for use on one of our projects. We thank them for their philanthropy and generosity and for showing such
support for our work.—it is much appreciated.
Upcoming Lecture
Our first lecture following the summer is scheduled for Friday,
September 16, 2016.. Dr. Emanuel Buttigieg will be delivering
a lecture entitled “Floating Magnificence: Hospitaller Rituals at Sea”.
Dr. Buttigieg has given us other lectures about the Hospitaller Knights
and this promises to be another most interesting insight about the Order.
The usual notification will be sent out closer to the date. In the meantime,
mark your calendars.
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